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QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES 

 
 

1. We have received a copy of your solicitation 1-13-C105: Design Police Range and Training 
Facility Dulles Airport. The solicitation does not list value engineering as a specific service 
covered by the solicitation. Our firm is a specialty value engineering firm, and is interested in 
providing value engineering services to Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority on your 
future projects. Will consultants to provide value engineering services to Metropolitan 
Washington Airports Authority be procured from the consultants being sought under this 
solicitation, or will they be procured separately? 

 
Response:  No, VE services will not be procured from consultants being sought under this 
solicitation. 

 
2. Is the 40-page limit for the Qualifications Package (Item B under RFP Section V: Submittal 

Information Required) inclusive of the responses to address Items A, C, D, E, F, and G (also 
under RFP Section V: Submittal Information Required), or is the response to Items A, C, D, E, 
F, and G outside of the 40-page limit? 

 
Response:  Forty (40) page limit is excluded on items A, C, D, E, F and G. 

 
3. If you have a member of the team that is LDBE, but outside the 100 mile radius, I understand 

they are NOT to be included in the 30% requirement. Is this correct? 
 
Response:  In order for a firm to be considered an LDBE they must be certified by the Airports 
Authority as such.  The Local Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (LDBE) program was created 
by the Airports Authority.  No other small business program will be accepted or counted 
toward the LDBE requirement. 

 
4. Will WMAA consider waiving the 100 mile radius for LDBE given the specialization of this 

facility? 
 
Response:  No. 

 
5. The RFQI mentions the facility being located at the Washington Dulles Airport. Has a study 

already been completed outlining the Surface Danger Zones (SDZ) required for this facility? 
 
Response:   A study outlining the Surface Danger Zones (SDZ) has not be done nor are we 
aware of it needing to be done.  The pistol and tactical ranges have ballistic roofs which will 
prevent errant rounds from leaving the facility.  The rifle range for snipers/marksman has high 
berms which will prevent any errant shots from leaving the facility. 
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6. If the required SDZ has not yet been evaluated and is then determined to not be sufficient for 
the given site, does WMAA have other land available to offer the design team for 
consideration? 

 
Response:  There is no other land available.  We are not aware of any requirement to conduct a  
SDZ or an issue which will adversely affect the chosen site. 

 
7. Should the SDZ require land that is not available, will WMAA consider an indoor facility? 

 
Response:  MWAA will not consider an indoor facility. 

 
8. Is the current $7-10 million construction budget to be used for Phase 1 only? 
 

Response:  The $7-10 million construction budget is for Phases 1 and 2. 
 

9. The 300 yard rifle range is described as open air with no overhead protection to contain live 
fire, yet is located in a populated area. How will containment of live-fire be addressed? Will 
this be at the recommendation of the A/E? 
 
Response:  The pistol and tactical ranges have ballistic roofs which will prevent errant rounds 
from leaving the facility.  The rifle range for snipers/marksman has high berms which will 
prevent any errant shots from leaving the facility. 
 


